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A Judgment Message to America …

… for the 40th Anniversary of the Sanctioning and Legalization …

… of the Shedding of Innocent Blood

The Fifth Message

Beginning of Message

A Judgment Message to America …

… for the 40th Anniversary of the Sanctioning and Legalization …

… of the Shedding of Innocent Blood -

… the Fifth Message:

O America, I AM the Lord your God …

… as the Creator of America …

… I hold the title deed to America …

… for you are indeed My peoples and nation …

… for I AM He whom you TRUST …

… for I AM He whom you always ask to bless you …
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However, I am not here to give blessings unto you …

… but JUDGMENT!

Before the 40th anniversary year lapses - when America made an abominable decision to

legalize the shedding of innocent blood …

… I, the Lord God, shall judge America greatly for disobeying My laws,

commandments, statutes, judgments, and precedents …

… by committing unrighteousness, wickedness, and evil -

… by allowing the shedding of innocent blood … by promoting it … and by reveling in it

through the aggressive support, boasting, and celebration of many of your peoples as

concerns abortion and the other abominable things you are committing.

I shall, therefore, judge you, O My peoples and nation … for which I will judge you

HARSHLY …

… one month for every year that has passed since your legalization of abortion - the most

abominable and heinous form of the shedding of innocent blood.

One generation has passed since then … for those responsible who made that decision -

for which the peoples and nation are now responsible.

One generation has passed since an abominable number of innocents have been aborted

… for which, according to My divine standards, such have been MURDERED!
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Yet, in all reality and practicality, several generations have actually been extinguished

and killed … ALL under the guise of legality.

For this … will I, the Lord God, hold the peoples and nation fully responsible for this

great abomination.

Because a PERSONAL SIN … for which I hold each individual accountable, and judge

them accordingly, with full consequences - that is, unless they cease their sins and offer

me severe repentance and recompense, that is, if recompense is possible …

… such PERSONAL SIN has indeed been made into a NATIONAL SIN …

… for which I shall judge the entirety of the peoples AND the entirety of the nation of the

United States of America, just as I would judge an individual, or group of individuals, for

personal sin!

O America, you have destroyed … are now destroying … and will continue to destroy

your children, your heritage, your future - all those who would have determined your

immediate future and destiny, as well as your eternal future and destiny.

This indeed is what you have done …

… in that you have adversely and severely affected your future and your destiny!

However, the future and destiny I speak of primarily is not the indeterminable and

unknown future, as you may perceive it, but the here and now …

… for the future I speak of is now here today, in this day and age …

… for which you have indeed, O America, adversely and consequentially affected

yourselves, as a peoples … AND adversely and consequentially affected yourselves as a

nation … this very day … very, very DIRELY!
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In soon and due time, will I, the Lord God, tell you the full measure of the effects and

consequences of murdering all of the untold, multiple millions and millions of your

children!

Nevertheless, abortion is certainly not the ONLY way or method of shedding innocent

blood. Quite definitively, there are other aspects of the shedding of innocent blood, which

you, O America, are likewise guilty of.

Such include birth control, contraceptives, sexual protection (such as condoms and other

such similar devices and things), forced contraception, sterilization, “The Morning After

Pill”, chemical and biological agents, poisoning, physical abuse, physical trauma, mental

and emotional abuse, and other such like-kind things …

… but also crime, murder, alcohol and drug-induced deaths, euthanasia, and many more

such things …

… but, likewise those deaths resulting from insufficiently and inadequately supporting

and taking care of the aged, the infirmed, the disabled, the wounded, the veterans, the

poor and indigent, the physically handicapped, the mentally handicapped, and other such

individuals …

… and even more so, those whose innocent blood has been shed due to inadequate laws,

lack of justice, lack of responsibility, selfishness, stupidity, overcompensation of other

inequalities, as well as other such like-kind things, even unto other such unlike-kind

things …

… but internationally, I also hold you responsible for the poor enforcement of human

rights … human rights that I alone, that I ONLY … as the Lord God Almighty … can

give and decide upon!
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But even further, are the other things that I hold you responsible for … such as the lack of

enforcement of the right to live, which the other peoples and nations are violating -

including such appalling things as Christian persecution and martyrdom; Jewish

discrimination, persecution, and murder; other religious and political persecution and

murder; legal limits on birth; population control; genetic manipulation, taking embryonic

life from the womb for medical purposes, and even more heinous and other abominable

actions, deeds, plans, plots, and so forth and so on …

… which you, O America, disregard, ignore, overlook, participate in, or just plain don’t

care about because of selfishness, complacency, isolationism, medical experimentation,

medical exploitation, political expediency, politicalization, and other such things.

Nevertheless, THE totality of the ways and methods you, O America, have shed innocent

blood … is well beyond … and in fact, is WAY beyond the scope of this declarational

message of judgment.

Know this, O My nation …

… for I, the Lord God, raised you up to be My righteous hand of justice regarding ALL

of the things, and more … involving the things of sin, iniquity, abomination, and

injustice, as well as those things which do indeed involve the shedding of innocent blood,

by the other peoples and nations.

However, you have FAILED miserably in these things, O America!

When these such things are sanctioned by the governments of the lands, but not just

sanctioned, but promoted and promulgated aggressively … such actions move from being

great personal sins, great personal iniquities, and great personal abominations … to being

a very GREAT national abomination unto I, the Lord God … and certainly to those who
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have been adversely and devastatingly affected by the support, promotion, promulgation,

and sanctioning of this wicked and evil act!

Is not abortion the premeditated taking of human life?

Is not the shedding of innocent blood the premeditated taking of human life?

Are not the actions which I have specifically stated …

Are not the actions which I have hinted at …

Are not the actions which I have non-specifically stated …

… also the shedding of innocent blood, and in most all cases, the premeditated taking of

human life?

Is not abortion the premeditated taking of a human life … which I, the Lord God, as the

Creator of all things, have indeed created?

Although the full implications of this statement, for now, is still a mystery to mankind (a

mystery, which in itself contains many secrets), I shall reveal such unto mankind, in soon

and due time - for which mankind shall be deeply ashamed and abhorred at his

abominable actions in the shedding of innocent blood …

… no matter how he may have caused it or done it, in any way!

For I, the Lord God, declare that the shedding of innocent blood … done, brought about,

or caused - in any way, shape, fashion, or form … is STILL the shedding of innocent

blood … which is indeed an absolute abomination unto Me!
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Nevertheless, I continue:

Is not abortion the premeditated taking of human life, for the most part, in the extreme

vast majority of cases - for causes or purposes of complacency, selfishness,

humanitarianism, humanitarian justifications, unjustifiable rights, individual and societal

pressures, cultural acceptance, and such like-kind?

Is not abortion, which is the premeditated taking of a human life … STILL abortion …

… whether it is done after conception?

… whether it is done preemptively, before conception?

… whether it is done preemptively, before even possible conception?

According to My divine and Godly standards …

… according to My laws, commandments, statutes, judgments, and precedents …

… according to My written word …

… according to My Godly definition …

… according to all such …

… abortion is indeed the premeditated taking of a human life …

… and …

… ABORTION IS MURDER!
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And, furthermore, abortion is the shedding of innocent blood … of the highest order!

Thusly, the judgment for committing murder through abortion, is also … of the highest

order!

Only those, who commit such …

… and then therefore cease, repent severely AND sincerely unto I, the Lord God - who

then give recompense unto I and the victim(s), as much as is humanly possible …

… who apologize unto I, the Lord God, and all those affected …

… who request from Me protection from the consequences of their sins, iniquities, and

abominations …

…who ask Me for mercy -

… shall I, the Lord God, grant forgiveness and pardon …

… for those who do these such things before Me …

… for My sake, their sake, for the sake of those affected, but primarily for the sake of

those who have lost their lives to such abominable acts.

For I tell you a mystery … that all such who have … are … and will be lost, whose

mortal lives have … are … and will be snuffed out through the premeditated taking of

human life - the shedding of innocent blood …

… who are of the womb, of infancy, of childhood - these who have lost their lives

brutally …
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… have I, the Lord God, given them, in exchange, My Godly recompense - by giving

them eternal life!

These who are given forgiveness, after giving great, severe, and sincere repentance, under

the Godly atonement I have given all of mankind …

… these are under GRACE …

… My Godly, God-given, and God-sacrificed GRACE!

I, the Lord God declare unto you, O peoples and nation of America:

Those who commit such an abomination …

… who do such abominable things as the shedding of innocent blood …

… who continue to sanction it, legalize it, support it, and enforce it …

… these are NOT under grace, but under LAW!

If all those who committed such acts were truly under grace, they would not repeatedly

commit such acts, let alone sanction them and promote them.

In continuously committing such acts, these are not just iniquities, but are indeed great

iniquitous abominations!
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For those who are under grace would indeed stop what they are doing and search their

hearts, minds, bodies, souls, and spirits … after which I, their Lord God, would sear their

consciences …

… whereupon they would cease their sins and repent …

… for which they would indeed be under My grace - not just because of their beliefs, but

because their actions would bear My fruit upon the cessation of their sins.

Nevertheless, these have indeed been written regarding those under law -

This as written, says it clearly and succinctly:

23 for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God,

Romans 3:23

This, also as written, is regarding those who violate the law:

10 For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet stumble in one point,

he is guilty of all.

James 2:10

This, further as written, says that those under the law will be guilty (for which they will

be judged):

19 Now we know that whatever the law says, it says to those who are

under the law, that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world

may become guilty before God.

20 Therefore by the deeds of the law no flesh will be justified in His

sight, for by the law is the knowledge of sin.
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Romans 3:19

And, do I, the Lord God, say unto you O America … the LAW is harsh and unforgiving,

with the consequences EXTREMELY dire!

When a government (whether of a nation or of its own political divisions), accepts such

murderous action, and then supports it, sanctions it, legalizes it, and promotes it - those

governments that do so … do indeed face the same harsh unforgiving law, with the same

dire consequences … but unto double or more, depending upon the circumstances and

other specifics - according to My divine determination and judgment.

Nevertheless, the law is harsh for individuals … and more so for murder … and even

more so for sanctioned murder. For regardless of what the peoples and the government

say, do, allow, and sanction - I, the Lord God, judge mankind based upon My righteous

standards, and not their own laws and standards.

Therefore, based upon all this, which has now been declared…

… I, the Lord God Almighty, pronounce divine and Godly judgment upon the United

States of America and ALL its peoples …

… for the sanctioning and legalization of the shedding of innocent blood, for the

decisions and actions of the United States Supreme Court, for permitting under federal

law, the right of abortion, as decided on the 22nd of January, in the year of the Lord,

1973.

In addition …

… I, the Lord God Almighty, pronounce divine and Godly judgment upon the United

States of America and all its peoples …
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… IN DOUBLE … for not considering My Godly laws, commandments, statutes,

judgments, and precedents - in deciding this case, and therefore accepting it, sanctioning

it, and promoting it … for all these are indeed an absolute abomination unto Me.

I again repeat, that the peoples and nation of America are indeed Mine - for ALL in

America are My peoples. And therefore, such allows Me to judge them even more so for

the shedding of innocent blood - through the legalization of abortion, and ALL the other

actions previously specified and unspecified … for which I have determined that all such

things, as declared, are the shedding of innocent blood!

O America, to use the criteria of legalizing such under the guise of civil rights, human

rights, and Constitutional privileges … is likewise an abomination unto Me.

But also, has not the right of those who have been premeditatingly murdered, through

abortion or other such abominable way … also been ignored, abrogated, and violated in

this consideration?

Then therefore, this leads Me to My next judgment …

Furthermore …

… I, the Lord God Almighty, pronounce divine and Godly judgment upon the United

States of America and all its peoples …

… IN TRIPLE … for redefining My measurement and definition of life, and then

therefore, for violating it!

O America, in defining the beginning of life under your own definition of “VIABILITY”

… is indeed another abomination unto Me!

For I, the Lord God, define the beginning of human life as occurring at conception …
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… and not at any other stage in or out of the womb, do I define life as having begun,

… unlike your own definition of “VIABLE”.

My Godly standards are never changing and are indeed eternal …

… and thusly I uphold them -

… regardless of who violates My laws, commandments, statutes, judgments, and

precedents (which are indeed based upon My own Godly, holy, righteous, and just

standards) …

… regardless of which conditions or circumstances the violation occurs, regardless of the

reason or reasons … in any way, shape, fashion, or form!

For these have been written regarding such …

… and therefore, I tell you, O America, to take notice that My Godly, holy, righteous,

and just standards never, ever change!

For this as written, is abundantly clear:

6a “For I am the Lord, I do not change;

Malachi 3:6a

89 Forever, O Lord,

Your word is settled in heaven.

Psalm 119:89
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11 The counsel of the Lord stands forever,

The plans of His heart to all generations.

Psalm 33:11

17 Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above, and comes

down from the Father of lights, with whom there is no variation or

shadow of turning.

James 1:17

8 Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever.

Hebrews 13:8

God’s Infallible Purpose in Christ

13 For when God made a promise to Abraham, because He could swear

by no one greater, He swore by Himself,

14 saying, “Surely blessing I will bless you, and multiplying I will

multiply you.”

15 And so, after he had patiently endured, he obtained the promise.

16 For men indeed swear by the greater, and an oath for confirmation is

for them an end of all dispute.

17 Thus God, determining to show more abundantly to the heirs of

promise the immutability of His counsel, confirmed it by an oath,

18 that by two immutable things, in which it is impossible for God to

lie, we might have strong consolation, who have fled for refuge to

lay hold of the hope set before us.
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19 This hope we have as an anchor of the soul, both sure and steadfast,

and which enters the Presence behind the veil,

20 where the forerunner has entered for us, even Jesus, having become

High Priest forever according to the order of Melchizedek.

Hebrews 6:13-20

Regarding the abomination of the shedding of innocent blood, have I, the Lord God, not

written all these things?

10 lest innocent blood be shed in the midst of your land which the Lord

your God is giving you as an inheritance, and thus guilt of bloodshed

be upon you.

Deuteronomy 19:10

3 Surely at the commandment of the Lord this came upon Judah, to

remove them from His sight because of the sins of Manasseh,

according to all that he had done,

4 and also because of the innocent blood that he had shed; for he

had filled Jerusalem with innocent blood, which the Lord would

not pardon.

2 Kings 24:3-4

20 Shall the throne of iniquity, which devises evil by law,

Have fellowship with You?

21 They gather together against the life of the righteous,

And condemn innocent blood.

Psalm 94:20-21
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7 Their feet run to evil,

And they make haste to shed innocent blood;

Their thoughts are thoughts of iniquity;

Wasting and destruction are in their paths.

8 The way of peace they have not known,

And there is no justice in their ways;

They have made themselves crooked paths;

Whoever takes that way shall not know peace.

Isaiah 59:7-8

These are but a few which have been written … but this, also as written, reveals six

things that I, the Lord God, hate, and seven which are an abomination unto Me:

16 These six things the Lord hates,

Yes, seven are an abomination to Him:

17 A proud look,

A lying tongue,

Hands that shed innocent blood,

18 A heart that devises wicked plans,

Feet that are swift in running to evil,

19 A false witness who speaks lies,

And one who sows discord among brethren.

Proverbs 6:16-19

I do indeed, without exception, HATE “hands that shed innocent blood” … for this

absolutely is a great abomination unto Me!
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Have I also not written and given My commandments unto you, which you shall not

violate, for ANY reason?

I declare, abortion is indeed the shedding of innocent blood … and the shedding of

innocent blood is unquestionably and undeniably “MURDER”!

Such has been written for millennia as one of the great commandments:

13 “You shall not murder.”

Exodus 20:13

Such also has been written, which is also abundantly clear:

Murder Begins in the Heart

21 “You have heard that it was said to those of old, ‘You shall not

murder, and whoever murders will be in danger of the judgment.’”

Matthew 5:21

O America, I am the Lord your God …

… I AM your Judge, and no other!

These things have been written regarding My judgeship, for which there is no other

higher Judge:

2 “When I choose the proper time,

I will judge uprightly.
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7 But God is the Judge:

He puts down one,

And exalts another.

Psalm 75:2,7

A Psalm of Asaph - A Song

Also, are you not judging those lives taken through abortion - as unworthy of life?

Such is also, as written:

10 But why do you judge your brother? Or why do you show contempt

for your brother? For we shall all stand before the judgment seat of

Christ.

11 For it is written:

“As I live, says the Lord,

Every knee shall bow to Me,

And every tongue shall confess to God.”

12 So then each of us shall give account of himself to God.

13 Therefore let us not judge one another anymore, but rather resolve

this, not to put a stumbling block or a cause to fall in our brother’s

way.

Romans 14:10-13

This too, is written:

24 Do not judge according to appearance, but judge with righteous

judgment.”

John 7:24
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But, I declare O America, you have not done this!

Such, further is written, by Paul the Apostle, regarding My judgeship … of all the things

that are in the open, and of all the things that are secret:

Stewards of the Mysteries of God

1 Let a man so consider us, as servants of Christ and stewards of the

mysteries of God.

2 Moreover it is required in stewards that one be found faithful.

3 But with me it is a very small thing that I should be judged by you or

by a human court. In fact, I do not even judge myself.

4 For I know of nothing against myself, yet I am not justified by this;

but He who judges me is the Lord.

5 Therefore judge nothing before the time, until the Lord comes, who

will both bring to light the hidden things of darkness and reveal the

counsels of the hearts. Then each one’s praise will come from God.

1 Corinthians 4:1-5

I, the Lord God, AM the Judge of all things - of all that have ever lived … of all that live

… of all that will ever live.

This is eternal!

O America, GRACE is My unmerited reward for those that believe in Me, and who

honor, love, and obey Me …

… including obeying all of My laws, commandments, statutes, judgments, and

precedents.
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This has been written, regarding such:

8 For by grace you have been saved through faith, and that not of

yourselves; it is the gift of God,

9 not of works, lest anyone should boast.

10 For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works,

which God prepared beforehand that we should walk in them.

Ephesians 2:8-10

This also:

6 And if by grace, then it is no longer of works; otherwise grace is no

longer grace. But if it is of works, it is no longer grace; otherwise

work is no longer work.

Romans 11:6

This further:

15 But the free gift is not like the offense. For if by the one man’s

offense many died, much more the grace of God and the gift by the

grace of the one Man, Jesus Christ, abounded to many.

16 And the gift is not like that which came through the one who sinned.

For the judgment which came from one offense resulted in

condemnation, but the free gift which came from many offenses

resulted in justification.

17 For if by the one man’s offense death reigned through the one, much

more those who receive abundance of grace and of the gift of

righteousness will reign in life through the One, Jesus Christ.)

Romans 5:15-17

This too:
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Dead to Sin, Alive to God

1 What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin that grace may

abound?

2 Certainly not! How shall we who died to sin live any longer in it?

Romans 6:1-2

This especially:

14 For sin shall not have dominion over you, for you are not under law

but under grace.

Romans 6:14

This more so:

Sin’s Advantage in the Law

7 What shall we say then? Is the law sin? Certainly not! On the

contrary, I would not have known sin except through the law. For I

would not have known covetousness unless the law had said, “You

shall not covet.”

Romans 7:7

However, O America, IF you continue to sin, in spite of the law …

… and then therefore you refuse to cease your sins, iniquities, and abominations …
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… and you do not accept My grace by believing in Me, focusing upon Me, and then

bringing your sins unto Me … through their cessation, your repentance, and recompense

unto Me (if at all humanly possible) … then I ask this, which was written:

21 Tell me, you who desire to be under the law, do you not hear the

law?

Galatians 4:21

Therefore, O America, if you reject grace, and more so disregard and disobey the law …

… then I, your Lord God, will indeed judge you under the law!

Then therefore, such, as follows, are the consequences of your sin, under the law:

No, such is not sin …

… but of your iniquity.

No, such is not iniquity …

… but of your abomination.

No, such is not abomination …

… but of your GREAT abomination!

I, the Lord God, shall judge you for FORTY MONTHS for the sanctioning and

legalization of the shedding of innocent blood.
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But, if you, O America, have not reversed this sanctioning and legalization completely -

by the end of this period of judgment …

… then I, the Lord God, shall judge you for ANOTHER FORTY MONTHS for the

sanctioning and legalization of the shedding of innocent blood …

… but also for the lack of consideration of My Godly laws, commandments, statutes,

judgments, and precedents …

… and more so, for granting rights which I have not given … will not give … nor will

ever give!

Such will be the DOUBLING of judgment, in both frequency and intensity!

However, if you, O America, have not reversed this sanctioning and legalization

completely - by the end of this second period of judgment …

… I, the Lord God, shall judge you for an even ADDITIONAL FORTY MONTHS for

the sanctioning and legalization of the shedding of innocent blood …

… but furthermore, for redefining My definition of life and its beginning - according to

your own wisdom, and not that of My own divine wisdom (for such wisdom is indeed

within My revealed and written word).

Such will be the TRIPLING of judgment, in both frequency and intensity!

However, O America, be aware that you have … are … and will continue to commit

these things until I cause you to cease them …

…For, as surely as I live … as surely as I am the One True and Living God …

… I shall absolutely cause you to cease these abominations.
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Further in WARNING in, O America, you have … are … and will continue to commit

NINE sets of MAJOR sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… of which there are FOUR sets of GREAT abominations you are committing unto Me,

your Lord God, as well as to others within and without the nation of America.

Of these FOUR GREAT abominations …

… the second is the shedding of innocent blood!

But also know, that beyond these FOUR GREAT abominations …

… beyond the NINE MAJOR sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… are hundreds and hundreds of sins, iniquities, and abominations … which you, as a

peoples AND as a nation … have … are … and will continue to commit such …

… that is, until I, your Lord God, cause them ALL to cease!

However, FEAR NOT, O America, although you should fear what is to come upon you

in judgment!

However, I deeply wish you to know this axiom, as has been written:

10 “The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom,

And the knowledge of the Holy One is understanding.”

Proverbs 9:10
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… and America, you need fear, but ONLY the fear of Me (for you need not fear anyone,

or anything else, for that matter).

… and America, you need wisdom, but ONLY of Mine, and not of your own.

Nevertheless, FEAR NOT, O America …

… for you shall NOT ever cease to exist …

… for I have an everlasting covenant with you - for which this mystery (with its many

secrets), shall indeed remain a mystery until I reveal it unto you, in soon and due time.

However, know that My judgment is NOW upon America …

… for it has already begun … having begun within the last “time” …

… for which I previously declared the beginning of your judgments - for ALL of your

sins, iniquities, and abominations.

But NOW, your judgments shall greatly increase …

… especially, for the shedding of innocent blood!

For too long have I heard the prayers and cries against you, O America …

… for your sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… and GREATLY, for the shedding of innocent blood.
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I, your Lord God, can no longer bear it!

For I have verified these things too many times, only to find out that the cries against you

were not only true, but that your sins were much greater than that which was reported.

For these things, as written, have indeed been said of you, O America:

17 “Yet your eyes and your heart are for nothing but your covetousness,

For shedding innocent blood,

And practicing oppression and violence.”

Jeremiah 22:17

20 Shall the throne of iniquity, which devises evil by law,

Have fellowship with You?

21 They gather together against the life of the righteous,

And condemn innocent blood.

Psalm 94:20-21

This, I greatly WARN you about, as written:

7 Keep yourself far from a false matter; do not kill the innocent and

righteous. For I will not justify the wicked.

Exodus 23:7

For I declare, this, also as written:

36 But I say to you that for every idle word men may speak, they will

give account of it in the day of judgment.
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37 For by your words you will be justified, and by your words you

will be condemned.”

Matthew 12:36-37

However, know that not just your words will bless you or condemn you, but your very

thoughts, words, deeds, and actions (even unto more).

Nevertheless, ALL that you think, say, do, and act upon … will be blessed or judged!

But also, I tell you a mystery:

… those things which you do not say, those things which you do not do, and those things

which you do not act upon - when indeed you should have … will also be judged!

These things are those which you might call as your “inactions”.

Therefore, you will also be judged based upon both your actions and your inactions!

As concerning the shedding of innocent blood, this applies clearly and abundantly:

10 As it is written:

“There is none righteous, no, not one;

11 There is none who understands;

There is none who seeks after God.

12 They have all turned aside;

They have together become unprofitable;

There is none who does good, no, not one.”
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13 “Their throat is an open tomb;

With their tongues they have practiced deceit”;

“The poison of asps is under their lips”;

14 “Whose mouth is full of cursing and bitterness.”

15 “Their feet are swift to shed blood;

16 Destruction and misery are in their ways;

17 And the way of peace they have not known.”

18 “There is no fear of God before their eyes.”

19 Now we know that whatever the law says, it says to those

who are under the law, that every mouth may be stopped,

and all the world may become guilty before God.

Romans 3:10-19

Indeed, O America, you are GUILTY before your Lord God!

For this, heartbreakingly has occurred in America - as previously given, stated, and

written:

10 lest innocent blood be shed in the midst of your land which the Lord

your God is giving you as an inheritance, and thus guilt of bloodshed

be upon you.

Deuteronomy 19:10

For in making your own judgment … as to your respect and care for life (or lack thereof)

- regarding the shedding of innocent blood … this is how you will be judged under the

law, as written:

23 But if any harm follows, then you shall give life for life,

24 eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot,

Exodus 21:23-24
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But, this also, is even more clear and profound, as written in the Testimony of New:

Do Not Judge

7 “Judge not, that you be not judged.

2 For with what judgment you judge, you will be judged; and with the

measure you use, it will be measured back to you.

Matthew 7:1-2

Therefore, your judgment, O America, is this …

… as declared, as given, as written … from near the very beginning of mankind’s

creation and existence on the Earth:

5 Surely for your lifeblood I will demand a reckoning; from the hand

of every beast I will require it, and from the hand of man. From the

hand of every man’s brother I will require the life of man.

6 “Whoever sheds man’s blood,

By man his blood shall be shed;

For in the image of God

He made man.

Genesis 9:5-6

Why will I do this, O America?

Because of this, also as declared, as given, as written:
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18 “Assuredly, I say to you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound

in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.

Matthew 18:18

You, O America, have declared a great wicked unrighteousness regarding abortion and

the shedding of innocent blood.

For these, do I say unto you:

What you have declared on Earth, is indeed declared in heaven.

What you have bound on Earth is indeed bound in heaven.

What you loose on earth is indeed loosed in heaven.

In declaring defiance and disobedience to My laws, commandments, statutes, judgments,

and precedents … through and by your binding laws …

… defiance and disobedience has now come to its end result by loosing My divine,

Godly judgment from heaven …

… but not just heaven, or even from the heavens …

… but from THE Heaven of heavens.

Therefore, I shall reveal unto you another mystery:

… since what you have declared on Earth, has now been declared in Heaven … I, the

Lord God, shall declare it back unto the Earth … in either blessing or judgment.
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However, such which you have … are … and will continue to commit … is clearly a

great abomination unto Me and unto those you have murdered …

… for which such will absolutely require judgment …

… which I am now sending back to the Earth … and back onto your own heads!

And therefore, thus says the Lord God:

I declare that the penalty for the shedding of innocent blood through abortion, and also

for sanctioning it and making it legal throughout America … is such:

I, the Lord God, will give America unto the greater shedding of innocent blood through

drugs, crime, murder, euthanasia, and many, many other ways …

… for reasons of complacency, selfishness, lack of mercy, carelessness, boredom, greed,

anger, rage, societal pressures, cultural differences, racial prejudices, self-satisfaction,

self-indulgence, inability to control desire and abstain from sexual contact, promiscuity,

lack of discipline, lack of self-restraint, lack of self-control, stupidity, religious

intolerance and indifference, and other such like-kind (even unto unlike-kind).

These things will I allow to increase greatly and expand significantly, through all facets

of your society, culture, and nation … until you cease the shedding of innocent blood

through abortion …

… by reversing that forty year legal decision in which you previously sanctioned it

and legalized it.

But also, these things will I allow to increase greatly and expand significantly, through

ALL facets of your society, culture, and nation … until you cease the shedding of

innocent blood through ALL other “LEGAL”, legalized, supported, promoted,
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promulgated, and tolerated means of the shedding of innocent blood (those things which

you have also sanctioned) …

… by banning them and / or reversing their legalizations.

Know this, however, until you do indeed reverse this abominable decision, as well as ban

these other things (for which such reversal and bannings can be done through a number

of ways, means, and methods, for which such are certainly beyond the scope of this

declarational judgment) …

… these things (and more), will I allow to increase greatly and expand significantly …

until you cease ALL that I have asked you to cease … as spoken, declared, and written in

this declarational edict, but also, those declarations in messages I have already issued, as

well as those I will be issuing in the future, which will be soon forthcoming.

Also know this, however, as a greater WARNING …

… that beyond your ability to cope with these things …

… will I, the Lord God, allow them to increase …

… BEYOND MEASURE …

… and …

… BEYOND COMPREHENSION!

Have you not already had many of these things happen within the last “time” that has

elapsed?
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Such shall be greatly done unto you, O America, in judgment (as previously given), for

which it is also written (for this applies in all things of disobedience and the law):

15 “For the day of the Lord upon all the nations is near;

As you have done, it shall be done to you;

Your reprisal shall return upon your own head.

Obadiah 15

And this, further as written, shall also come to pass:

11 God is a just judge,

And God is angry with the wicked every day.

12 If he does not turn back,

He will sharpen His sword;

He bends His bow and makes it ready.

13 He also prepares for Himself instruments of death;

He makes His arrows into fiery shafts.

14 Behold, the wicked brings forth iniquity;

Yes, he conceives trouble and brings forth falsehood.

15 He made a pit and dug it out,

And has fallen into the ditch which he made.

16 His trouble shall return upon his own head,

And his violent dealing shall come down on his own crown.

Psalm 7:11-16

A Meditation of David

O America, the same things you have sanctioned, legalized, and done …

… which are abhorrent and anathema unto I, your Lord God …
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… which are an abomination unto Me …

… shall indeed be given back unto you, with the same principles (or lack thereof) … you

have followed …

… for such, do I declare, will indeed be given back unto you, even unto double and

more!

I, the Lord God WARN you O America …

… that in determining the judgments for your peoples and nation - for its many, many

sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… in particular, for its NINE MAJOR sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… but especially, for its FOUR GREAT sins, iniquities, and abominations …

I, the Lord God Almighty, have set forth twenty-four sets of judgments against you, O

America …

… for which twenty sets are unconditional judgments, which will indeed be brought

against you, and also …

… for which four additional sets are conditional judgments, which are existential

judgments - for which they are indeed GREAT existential judgments!

Such conditional, existential judgments will I relent upon and not bring against you, O

America …

… IF you, as a peoples AND as a nation …

… come back unto Me, your Lord God, in completeness and totalness -
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… by declaring that I AM your Lord God … unto all the peoples and nations,

throughout the entirety of the world …

… by declaring that I AM the Lord God of America …

… by declaring that America is indeed THE preeminent Christian nation on the face

of the Earth …

… by honoring, loving, and obeying Me …

… by ceasing your NINE MAJOR and FOUR GREAT sets of sins, iniquities, and

abominations …

… by repenting for them …

… and by recompensing your Lord God for them.

If you do these things, I shall lesson the scope, frequency, and intensity of My

unconditional judgments …

… and forever, will I abate My conditional, existential judgments.

O America, do know that the twenty sets of unconditional judgments, which have already

begun, within the last “time” …

… will now therefore begin to increase GREATLY as I declare and deliver these

judgments; for which the judgments will seemingly increase exponentially in the times

ahead, until they are completed, as previously given and stated.

Nevertheless, if you have not come back unto I, your Lord God …
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… by the declared end of your judgments in the coming times, I will then begin to bring

the four final sets of conditional, existential judgments upon you - at which time they will

not only become unconditional and unstoppable, but they will be the GREATEST

judgments given unto a peoples and nation since mankind was upon the Earth.

Lest you be unawares as these judgments come upon you in increasing multiplicity …

… each set of the twenty-four judgments will contain at least four distinct and separate

judgments at a minimum (and I emphasize, “at a minimum”) … for which the judgments

within each set will be of a certain commonality.

For in the last “time” in which I began your judgment, as a people and as a nation …

some judgments have already occurred, but only a few of the sets have been unsealed (for

which none of the sets have been completed, as of yet).

Finally, O America, lest you think that My judgments (as declared, given, and written

here AND in My written word of your Holy Bible) …

… will indeed NOT happen to you,

… that you are exempt from them …

… that you can commit sin, iniquity, and abomination continuously, without cessation …

… that you can safely believe that endless, unceasing sin is covered completely under

GRACE (that is, IF you do not bring about their cessation, offer repentance, and make

recompense) …

… THINK AGAIN!
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For My judgments unto you, O America, have already begun, and I will increase them

greatly …

… as these words are signed, sealed, delivered, and published unto you and ALL the

world!

For My namesake firstly …

… and yours second, O America …

… I will show you this, as written, through the evidence, creation, and revealing of My

divine and Godly power and might unto you …

23 “Thus I will magnify Myself and sanctify Myself, and I will be known in the

eyes of many nations. Then they shall know that I am the LORD.”

Ezekiel 38:23

… for this, will indeed be applicable to you, O America, for which I will also use you

greatly to make this come to pass!

For in the coming months, as well as when the coming times pass …

… this will be said of Me, once again, as written:

35 For His dominion is an everlasting dominion,

And His kingdom is from generation to generation.

All the inhabitants of the earth are reputed as nothing;
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He does according to His will in the army of heaven

And among the inhabitants of the earth.

No one can restrain His hand

Or say to Him, “What have You done?”

Daniel 4:35

Then also, I, the Lord God, will declare these things unto you, O peoples and nation of

America, as written by the prophet Isaiah:

24 The Lord of hosts has sworn, saying,

“Surely, as I have thought, so it shall come to pass,

And as I have purposed, so it shall stand:

27 For the Lord of hosts has purposed,

And who will annul it?

His hand is stretched out,

And who will turn it back?”

Isaiah 14:24, 27

11 I, even I, am the Lord,

And besides Me there is no savior.

12 I have declared and saved,

I have proclaimed,

And there was no foreign god among you;

Therefore you are My witnesses,”

Says the Lord, “that I am God.

13 Indeed before the day was, I am He;

And there is no one who can deliver out of My hand;

I work, and who will reverse it?”

Isaiah 43:13
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Indeed …

… no one can restrain My hand,

… no one can deliver out of My hand,

… no one can reverse what I perform by My hand!

That is, except for you, O America … O My peoples … O My nation … by doing these

things which I am requesting and commanding you to do.

Which will it be that you will choose?

GRACE …

… or …

… LAW?

That is … when will you choose grace over law?

For such will I bring you to do …

…by choosing Me …

… by ceasing your sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… by repenting severely …
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… by recompensing your Lord God …

… by obeying all My laws, commandments, statutes, judgments, and precedents.

For such will I bring you to do when I cause you to come back unto Me …

… for it is not IF you will come back unto Me …

… but WHEN!

For I, the Lord God, will absolutely bring you, O America, to do all these things!

WHEN is up to you!

So, O America, know this very clearly:

I, the Lord God Almighty … will indeed do whatever it takes to bring you, as a peoples

and as a nation …

… to come back unto Me …

… to cease all of your sins, iniquities, and abominations …

… through the full measure of My power and might, majesty and authority, righteousness

and justice, divinity and holiness …

… through the enforcement of My Godly laws, commandments, statutes, judgments, and

precedents …

… through the full enforcement of My Godly standards of righteousness …
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… through the giving of My grace and the pouring out of My Spirit upon you …

O America … obey this declarational edict and the commandments within.

Come back unto your Lord God …

… for I am indeed the Lord thy God!

O America …

… O peoples and nation …

… you are My second-born, to whom I have given a greater heritage …

I love you greatly and dearly O America …

… both as a peoples and as a nation …

… and as a child, whom I created, raised, nurtured, and matured …

… giving you a great Godly provision and protection, and …

… by making you the greatest nation on the face of the Earth … past and present …

… for which such will continue into the future … WHEN you come back unto Me … but

not until!
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Great blessings have I given you, O America …

… despite breaking My heart!

But, I CANNOT bear it anymore …

… so, NOW, I call you to come back unto Me …

… to come back unto your Lord God!

For indeed you are My peoples and nation …

… whether you know it or not … whether you believe it or not!

Do these things, and I, your Lord God, will …

… forgive your sins,

… heal your peoples,

… heal your lands,

… and give you the greatest measure of provision, protection, and love that a Father can

give to a child … one who is loved dearly, beyond understanding or measure …

… and I do love you dearly, O peoples and nation of America …
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… beyond understanding or measure!

Therefore, O America:

… ask Me to explain My love for you, and I will do so …

… ask Me how you can come back unto Me in specificity, and I will do so …

… ask Me what the future has in store for you, by My hand … whether very soon, soon,

soon thereafter, long-term, very long-term, and eternally … and I will do so!

Come back unto Me, O America …

… My beloved peoples and nation …

… and then I will restore you and give you a new and pure heart …

… restoring America to be an even greater America!

What this means, and how I will prove and show you these things … for now, will

remain a mystery (with its many secrets).

But, in soon and due time, will I indeed prove these things to you, even indeed NOW …

under your judgment!

Nevertheless, when you do come back unto Me …

… and even commit to doing so … to commit in coming back unto me - by giving me

plan and strategy on how you will do so in the months and times subsequent …
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… then will I cause My blessings to far exceed My judgments … that is, until the

judgments cease. Then thereafter, my blessings will be, by themselves, great and

awesome unto you, O America!

For which, afterwards, will I bless you even greater, even through the coming times of

trouble (and great trouble) - in which I will judge the rest of the world … for which I will

give you great provision and protection during these times …

… for I declare unto you, O America, that it will be the other nations (those which are not

“of Me”), that I will JUDGE … for I will indeed judge those others EXTREMELY

harsh!

But, it will NOT be America (and My other few handful of peoples and nations, which

are scattered over the face of the Earth; who are also your brethren) … that I will judge

during these times.

Therefore take comfort in this fact, O America!

Nevertheless, O America,

Come back unto Me …

… and do so, beginning NOW!

Seek Me and I will seek you greater in love and goodness and mercy!

Seek Me first, and ONLY … and I will lift you up higher than you are … much higher

than you have ever, ever been before.
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Thus says the Lord God Almighty …

… the Lord God of America and Israel …

… in all these things spoken, declared, and written.

In closing … O America …

… I, your Lord God, ask you to …

… call upon My holy name and I will answer.

But do so nationally, as a peoples and as a nation …

… for it is as a peoples and nation that I am judging you for your great and major

national sins, iniquities, and abominations, and more!

In finality … O America …

Call upon the “One” whom I have sent unto you …

… the “One” who has written, declared, and spoken these words unto you …

… for these are indeed My words …

… the words of the Lord God …

… For I AM indeed the Lord your God, O America
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Signed.

Sealed.

Delivered …

… this Saturday, the 24th of August 2013 at 1:55 AM American Eastern Daylight Time.

End of Message

Thus says the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah …

Signed,

… on Saturday, the 24th of August 2013 at 1:55 AM American Eastern Daylight Time.

Sealed,

… by the High Servant of the Most High God of ALL Hosts,

The High Prophet of the Lord Yahweh God Jehovah,

Tampa Bay, Florida, The United States of America.

Completed,

… this Wednesday, the 11th of September 2013.

Delivered,

… the Day of Revealing of this Message …

… During the Feast of Tabernacles …

… the Festival of Sukkot …
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… this Wednesday, the 25th of September 2013.

This message contains the Seal of the Lord God, indicating its finalization.

Seal of Message Indicating Sealing & Finalization

Completion of Message

Published,

… the Day of Publication of this Message …

… this Sunday, the 3rd of November 2013.
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All Scripture is taken from the New King James Version®.

Copyright © 1982 by Thomas Nelson, Inc.

Used by permission.

All rights reserved.


